Police Arrest Students During Traffic Protest

By MARK BRODY

Three students from the College were taken into custody and issued summonses Friday morning for blocking the Amsterdam Avenue while participating in a demonstration for the placement of two school crossing guards around P.S. 161 (133rd Street and Amsterdam Avenue).

The demonstration was supported by Harlem parents and the College’s Committee for Coordinated Action.

About seventy College students had joined with 100 parents to block off Amsterdam Avenue for more than thirty minutes the previous afternoon. There were no arrests at that time.

On Friday morning, however, almost immediately after forty-five minutes the parents again attempted to block off the street, the arrests occurred.

Students, Steve Brown, Ellen Zuckerman and Joe Popper, charged they were arrested before they had time to move when ordered to do so by the police.

They were charged yesterday in Criminal Court with obstruction of pedestrian traffic and refusing to obey an officer. They charges carry a maximum penalty of six months in jail and/or $500 fine for each offense, according to an informed source. The trial date was set for November 18th.

One parent, Mrs. Paula Hers, whose son Richard attended P.S. 161, was taken with her youngest child in a stroller to a police car after being asked to move out of the street five or six times and refusing. She was subsequently released.

(Continued on Page 3)

Defense Education Act Passed; Expands Student Aid Program

WASHINGTON (CPS) Oct. 2 — A three-year extension and expansion of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA), which was approved by a House-Senate Conference Committee recently, was approved by the Senate today.

The compromise NDEA bill, which includes an extension of the five-year program public school aid program, in closer to the broader Senate bill. House Republicans, objecting to the enlarged scope of the NDEA, have indicated that they will try to defeat the bill on the floor. Nonetheless, the popularity of the important measure, which funnels federal funds into over 9,000 school districts which have large numbers of federal employees, is expected to pull the NDEA measure through with it.

The committee resolved differences in the length of the extension, the amounts authorized for student loans, increased in the number of graduate fellowship and expansion of categories eligible for teacher institutes and for the acquisition of equipment.

The conference committee’s bill increases the yearly limit on loans to graduate and professional students from $1,000 to $2,500. It doubles the total a student may borrow in his undergraduate and graduate years from $5,000 to $10,000.

Public Meetings Urged For BHE

A demand that Board of Higher Education (BHE) meetings be open to the public was made last week by City Council Minority Leader Angelo J. Arculeo (Rep., 9th.).

Mr. Arculeo denounced past secrecy of the BHE’s hearings, which he said was contrary to the public interest and had led to substantial public criticism.

The minority leader will introduce a resolution at the next regular meeting of the City Council asking that BHE meetings be held in public.

Dr. Gustave Rosenberg, the Chairman of the BHE, could not be reached for comment.

"May I respectfully urge that the Board of Higher Education hold open meetings beginning with the meeting scheduled for tomorrow, Sept. 30. There has been increasing criticism about the secrecy which attends the sessions of the board. In keeping with the public’s right to know, I feel it would serve the public interest as well as that of the Board to conduct future hearings to which the public press will have free access as well as attendance and information," the chairman said.

The board’s Sept. 30 meeting was closed to the public, as usual.

CUNY Chancellor Bowker is Wed

FASSTON, Pennsylvania. — Miss Rosalind Stigreaves and Mr. Albert H. Bowker were married last week at the home of the bride’s mother, Mrs. George W. Stigreaves.

The ceremony was performed by the Reverend Frank W. Teese, former pastor of the St. Mark’s Church of the United Church of Christ. The bride’s father was the late George W. Stigreaves.

She holds a doctorate from Columbia University and is Professor of Education at Teacher’s College, Columbia University. She graduated from Wilson College, taking her advanced degrees at Columbia University.

Dr. Bowker is Chancellor of The City University of New York. A native of New York City, Dr. Bowker is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy C. Bowker of Washington, D.C., and Baldwinville, Mass.
Feingold Hits 'Dirty Campaign'; Takes No Comfort In The Polls

Speaking on the nature of the Goldwater candidate, Prof. Stanley Feingold said Thursday that this "will be, as it has been, one of the dirtiest campaigns in history."

Dr. Feingold declared that it is both valid and irrefutable to examine presidential campaigns. First examining the candidates, he noted that in most elections the incumbent usually escapes the wrath of the challenger. When public opinion polls are in favor of a candidate, he added, the candidate should mention the impossibility of victory, he said. We must convince people to vote our way to the last lever, he concluded, by meeting and talking to them on weekdays as well as weekends.

Goldwater... (Continued from page 1)

Federal aid to education, Franklin maintained that "we will all be paying tuition in the near future" if the Arizonans were elected. Minorities certainly would "never see the inside of City College," he added.

Prof. Feingold said that historical analysis of this election will revolve about Goldwater.

Prof. Feingold explained that both the major parties are cross-sectional and represent a broad spectrum of opinion. At the Democratic and Republican parties, he continued, have clusters of members holding views ranging from the far left to the right. The Heaker noted, however, that many Americans who criticize the two-party system because of the similarity of parties, would in this election, be satisfied by the clear choice presented by the major candidates.

Discussing Senator Goldwater of his candidacy, Prof. Feingold noted that racism and racial bigotry are issues that will raise support for Goldwater, although ten of twelve of his ancestors were members of a religious minority. He noted that "the question of crime in the streets, on which Goldwater has said he would act, there can be no possible relationship between the question and Federal power."

Prof. Feingold said that "A great many constitutional conservatives will vote for Johnson."

Furnished Rooms Available for CITY COLLEGE STUDENTS

Cooking facilities, refrig., hot & cold running water in rooms. Free gas & elec. Some rooms have marble fireplaces. Three blocks from the "A" train (20th St. near 9th Ave.); The house is managed by a student at the College. Weekly and monthly rates, no security, no lease required. Call YU 9-9080, evenings.

Meet the girls wearing the Yellow Butterfly at the BETA LAMBDA PHI R-U-S-H THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1964 12-2 PM — F350

ANNUAL CONCORD WINTERSESSION

Tues.-Thurs., February 2-4, 1965

Executive Rooms, $37; Deluxe Rooms, $36

Exe. Rooms, first come, first served.

Mail brochure blank, or, name, address, choice of accommodation, and $10 deposit to: "The New York Metropolitan Committee of the UNITED WORLD FEDERALS Announces an Open Program of Dialogue "The Politics of Peace": "What Good in the United Nations?"

SPKERS:


DR. BENET PAMUEL, Conservative Party Candidate for U.S. Senator from New York.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6 at 8:00 PM OVERSEAS PRESS CLUB, 54 West 40th St. Free admission, donations welcome. Donation: $1.50. Students 50c. — OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

SIGMA TAU DELTA Sorority OPEN RUSH THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1964 12-2 PM — Room 348 F

GIRLS WELCOME TO ALPHA SIGMA RH0 Sorority's OPEN RUSH THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8 12-2 PM F-212

WANTED: A ROOMATE to share an apartment with an 18-year-old Soph. Girl majoring in Psych...Outside of the City preferably.

Call: MADDY, 17-7669

All Girls Welcome to Jeffe 87's Open House FRIDAY, OCT. 5 — 5:00 PM 1910 MORRIS AVENUE One block West of Concourse Off Tremont Ave.

Dan Gurney for President

BECOME A RAPID READER

Give yourself more time to devote to difficult subject.

Give yourself more free time.

Now you can Rent Reading Machines.

Reading machines help you overcome bad reading habits. Help you become a RAPID READER with no loss in comprehension. Use the machine in your home, at your convenience.

Call R. BOW, LY 7-6731

Reasonable Rates.
THE COMMITTEE IS A HIT!

"THE COMMITTEE IS THE HAPPIEST EVENT OF ITS KIND SINCE 'BEYOND THE FRINGE'!" — Watts, N.Y. Post

"THE COMMITTEE IS SATIRICAL THEATRE AS IT SHOULD BE—PERTINENT, EXPLICIT, UNEXPECTED!" — Times, N.Y. Post

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sun. Evgs.: Orch. $5.40; Mezz. $4.80, 4.30, 4.00, 3.60; Balc. $2.30

PHI SIGMA DELTA FRATERNITY PARTY SMOKER
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9 — 8:30 PM
at the PHI SIG HOUSE
89 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN (Near Atlantic Ave.)

LIVE BAND — REFRESHMENTS
City Uptown's Open National Fraternity with House in Brooklyn.

Murray Kempton?

In the World-Telegram?
What's going on?

(Read it and find out!)
The cheer of Allagoroo was heard five times at Brooklyn College Saturday, once after each of the College’s soccer team’s goals, as the Beavers were handing the Kingsmen a 5-3 defeat in the season’s opener. A small but boisterous band of Lavender rooters saw the Brooklyners completely outclass their Brooklyn rivals. The game was not even as close as the 5-3 score indicates. At least seventy-five per cent of the game was played in Brooklyn’s defensive zone, and the Lavender had a 5-1 edge with less than three minutes to go in the game.

Lavender goalie, Walter Kopczuk, seemed lonely, as he expected O’Connell to break his 3-1 lead with less than three minutes to go, but on Saturday his goal seemed to be the spark which ignited the Lavender. Brent Thurston-Rogers, scored the second Beaver goal at 14:45 of the second quarter, and ten seconds later at 14:55 he passed to Joe Danek who knocked in the third Lavender goal.

Martino made his second goal with 2:36 gone in the third period, after receiving a pass from Thurston-Rogers, to put the booters out in front 4-0. The Kingsmen had the score 4-1 minutes later, when Alex Jompach booted a line drive over the leaping hands of the All-American Beaver goalies, Walter Kopczuk. Demolish Carmecolias scored the final Lavender goal, unassisted, at 18:07 of the fourth quarter.

Brooklyn then had two quick goals to make the score 5-3. Kingsman Joel Vermes booted his goal out of the reach of Kopczuk at 19:26 of the final quarter. Martino, making the third Lavender goal.

Although the Kingsmen took the lead with 2:36 gone in the third period, after receiving a pass from Thurston-Rogers, to put the booters out in front 4-0. The Kingsmen had the score 4-1 minutes later, when Alex Jompach booted a line drive over the leaping hands of the All-American Beaver goalies, Walter Kopczuk. Demolish Carmecolias scored the final Lavender goal, unassisted, at 18:07 of the fourth quarter.

Brooklyn then had two quick goals to make the score 5-3. Kingsman Joel Vermes booted his goal out of the reach of Kopczuk at 19:26 of the final quarter. Martino, making the third Lavender goal.

Martino scored his first two goals by slamming a line drive into the Brooklyn net. Although the goal was almost the same exact shot Martino made against the Kingsmen two years ago, there was one important difference. Two years ago the booters remained scoreless after his goal, but on Saturday his goal seemed to be the spark which ignited the Lavender.

Beaver coach Harry Karrin then replaced Kopczuk with Mike Hipsher to give him some experience for the final goal of the game. Brooklyn did not lose because of bad playing on their behalf, but because of the excellent playing of the Beavers. The Kingsmen had scored shutout victories in their two pre-season games against Harvard and Albany State. The Lavender played beautifully as a team. Their passing seemed to be almost flawless, and the way they maneuvered the ball around the Kingsmen the Beavers looked like the Harlem Globetrotters of soccer.

Coaches

Coach Francisco Castro
Pleased with his team's performance.

Coach Sol Minkin
Wearing For St. John's
St. John's is the Metropolitan Intercollegiate Baseball championship.
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The well-dressed University man, today, wears a vested suit. And for the vested suit, at its best, he chooses a Brookfield. They're superfine pure worsted...authentic Ivy all the way...and tailored like $50 far more costly suits.

Brookfield
"Authentic Ivy" 3-Piece Worsted Suit

REFRESHMENTS ENTERTAINMENT

THE
MU ZETA LAMBDA FRATERNITY

Semi-Annual Rush Smoker

Wednesday, October 7, 1964 — 6 P.M.

169 West 106th Street (Bet. Concert & Amsterdam)

As advertised in LIFE